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Description of the Data Breach:   

Time and Date breach was identified 
and by whom. 

 

Name of person reporting data 
breach: 
Include Name/Dept and extn 

 

Classification of data breached 
 Low risk data 
 Medium risk data 

 Sensitive data 

 High risk data 
(if unsure provide additional details if 
possible) 

 

Volume of data involved   

Confirmed or suspected breach?   

Is the breach contained or ongoing?   

If ongoing what actions are being taken?   

Who has been informed of the breach?   

Any other relevant information   

 

In the event of a data breach, the form above must be immediately completed and 
provided to the Data Protection Officer data.protection@sandwell.ac.uk 

 
 



 

 

Data Breach Checklist 
 

Description:      

APPENDIX 2 
 
 
 

Date:    

 
A Cause, Containment & Recovery What was the main cause and what can be done immediately to mitigate the loss and/or impact 

Step Action Guidance Notes Comments relating to this specific breach 
A1 Identify the cause of the breach 

and whether the breach has been 
contained 

 
Ensure any possibility of further data 
loss is removed or mitigated as far as 
possible 

Establish what steps can or need to be taken to 
contain the breach from further data loss. 
Contact all relevant departments who may be 
able to assist in this process. 

 
This may involve actions such as taking 
systems offline or restricting access to systems 
to a very small number of staff until more is 
known about the incident. 

 

A2 Determine whether anything 
can be done to recover any losses 
and/or limit any damage that may 
be caused 

E.g. physical recovery of data/equipment, or 
where data corrupted, through use of back-ups. 

 

B Risk Assessment Identify and assess any on-going risks and breach severity 

Step Action Guidance Notes Comments relating to this specific breach 
B1 What type and volume of data 

is involved? 
Identify what data was involved. 
List fields where appropriate and record breach 
severity. 

 



 

 
B2 If the data was lost/stolen, what 

safeguards are in place to prevent 
access/misuse? 

 
E.g. encryption of data/device. 

 

B Risk Assessment Identify and assess any on-going risks and breach severity 

Step Action Guidance Notes Comments relating to this specific breach 

B3 If the data was damaged/corrupted 
/lost, what safeguards are in place 
to mitigate the impact of the loss? 

 
E.g. back-ups etc. 

 

B4 How many individuals’ personal 
data are affected by breach? 

  

B5 Who are the individuals whose 
data has been compromised? 

Students, applicants, staff, customers, clients or 
suppliers? 

 

B6 What could the data tell a third 
party about the individual? Could it 
be misused? 

Consider this regardless of what has happened to 
the data. Sensitive data could mean very little to 
an opportunistic laptop thief while the loss of 
apparently trivial snippets of information could 
help a determined fraudster build up a detailed 
picture of other people. 

 

B7 Is there actual/potential harm 
that could come to any individuals? 

E.g. are there risks to: 
 physical safety or emotional wellbeing;
 reputation/privacy
 finances;
 identification (theft/fraud)
 combination of these and other private 

aspects of their life?

 



 

 
C Notification Who do we need to notify, how and when?  

Step Action Guidance Notes Comments relating to this specific breach 
C1 Is the breach considered to be 

reportable under GDPR? 

  

C Notification Who do we need to notify, how and when?  

Step Action Guidance Notes Comments relating to this specific breach 
C2 In addition to the rules of 

GDPR/Data Protection are there any 
other legal, contractual or regulatory 
requirements to notify? 

E.g.: terms of funding; contractual obligations  

C3 Does the College require legal 
advice? 

  

C4 Consider, as necessary, the 
need to notify any third parties who 
can assist in helping or mitigating 
the impact on individuals. 

E.g. police, insurers, professional bodies, 
funders, trade 
unions, website/system owners, bank/credit 
card companies. 

 



 

 
C5 How can we notify individuals and 

what information should we be 
providing? 

 Consider most appropriate form of contact 
considering. the security of the medium as 
well as the urgency of the situation. 

 Include a description of how and when the 
breach occurred and what data was 
involved. Include details of what has 
already been done to respond to the risks 
posed by the breach. 

 Give specific and clear advice on the steps 
they can take to protect themselves and 
what the College can do to help 

 Provide a contact for further information or 
to ask questions (e.g. a contact name, 
helpline number or a web page). 

 Consult the ICO guidance 



C6 Are there wider consequences 
to consider? 

E.g. likely media coverage, loss of public 
confidence 

 

D Evaluation of Response To evaluate the effectiveness of the response 
to the breach. 

 

Step Action Guidance Notes Comments relating to this specific breach 
D1 Identify responsibility for breach, 

where appropriate, and any 
interventions that could have 
prevented this breach. 

This may be an external company, internal or 
external individuals or natural disaster. 
Where a company or individual was at fault, how 
is this being addressed and what interventions 
could have been implemented which would have 
prevented this breach or provided prior warning 

 



 

 
D2 Consider any actions that can be 

taken to ensure such a breach is 
prevented or mitigated in the future 

This may include additional safeguards, updates, 
training or other. Where a policy amendment is 
needed this should be made, agreed and 
communicated quickly. 

 

D3 Report on findings and 
implement recommendations. 

  

 


